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ChIP-Seq profile for H3K27ac (active enhancer mark)

in different cell lines



Sequence alignments of the –7.5 kb site showing wild-type (WT)

sequences in black and inserted sequences in red for Jurkat and MOLT-3

T-ALL cell lines and eight pediatric T-ALL patients. hg19, human genome

build 19.



TAL1 mRNA expression as determined by quantitative

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and expressed as

percentage of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

(GAPDH).



Mutations of the TAL1 enhancer activate through recruitment of MYB.



TAL1 enhancer TRANSCRIPTION ACTIVITY USING LUCIFERASE ASSAY
MYB binds the mutant TAL1 enhancer site and is a member of the TAL1 complex



MYB binds the mutant TAL1 enhancer (MuTE) site 

and is a member of the TAL1 complex



Targeted deletion of 177 to 193 bp of the mutant (CRISPRCas9),

but not wild-type, allele in Jurkat cells abrogates expression of endogenous

TAL1

Deletion of the wild type allele had no

effect on endogenous TAL1 mRNA levels,

but deletion of the mutant

allele completely abrogated endogenous

TAL1 expression



Targeted deletion of 177 to 193 bp of the mutant (CRISPRCas9),

but not wild-type, allele in Jurkat cells abrogates expression of endogenous

TAL1



ChIP-seq tracks for H3K27ac and MYB at the STIL-TAL1 locus from 

selected CRISPR-Cas9 clones

Deletion of the wild type allele had no

effect on H3K27ac signal and MYB

binding, but deletion of the mutant

allele completely abrogated H3K27ac

signal and MYB binding



An Acquired Super-Enhancer Activates 

Monoallelic TAL1 Transcription

in T-ALL ( T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia) Cells



Our findings show that somatic mutation of noncoding

intergenic elements can lead to binding of master

transcription factors, such as MYB, which in turn

aberrantly initiate super-enhancers that mediate

overexpression of oncogenes. This raises the possibility

that acquisition of such enhancer mutations may

constitute a general mechanism of carcinogenesis

used in other types of human cancers. Mechanisms of

aberrant superenhancer formation in malignancy have

broad implications not only for molecular pathogenesis

but also for clinical management. Drugs that target key

components of the transcriptional machinery, such as

BRD4 and CDK7, have recently been shown to

preferentially target tumor-specific super-enhancers,

which provides a novel strategy to capitalize on these

abnormalities for improved cancer therapy.



GENE REGULATION:
ROLE OF LONG RANGE INTERACTIONS
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Mutations in oncogene activation



Transcriptional enhancers normally interact with their target genes through the 
formation of DNA loops

DNA loops typically are constrained within larger CCCTCbinding factor (CTCF) 
cohesin–mediated loops called insulated neighborhoods

DNA loops can form clusters that contribute to topologically associating domains
(TADs)



Map of the three-dimensional (3D) regulatory landscape 
of a tumor cell genome



Insulated neighborhoods:
Genomic regulatory unit



Genes involved in tumorigeneis

are associated with

Insulated neighborhoods



TAL1 and active super-enhancer are located 
within insulated neighborhood

cohesin (SMC1)
T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL)

Jurkat cell line



LMO2 are in the silence region and are located 
within insulated neighborhood



Disruption of insulated neighborhood boundaries

is linked to proto-oncogene activation:

TAL1 can be activated in many patients with deletions



TAL1 is silent in HEK293T cells

CTCF signals define long range interactions



TAL1 is expressed in HEK293T using CRISPR-Cas9 system 

that deletes the neighborhood boundaries

SILENCE STATE ACTIVE STATE 



Long range interaction in the boundaries are showed by 5C assay.

Disruption of interactions.



Long range interaction in the boundaries are showed by 5C assay.

Disruption of interactions.





Mutations in the boundery sites

In cancers











90% of

enhancer-gene

interactions

occur within

insulated

neighborhoods

in human ESCs

deletion of insulated

neighborhood

anchors leads to

gene misregulation

mutations of insulated

neighborhood anchors in

tumor cells lead to

oncogene activation



Cell-type specific enhancers –gene interactions occur within the boundaries



Insulated neighborhoods are a major structuring component of TADs.



Comparation between several techniques

for identification of long range interaction



How SNPs affect long range interactions of the chromatin



How SNPs affect long range interactions of the chromatin



Insulated neighborhoods:

are structural and functional units of gene control

are used during development to control the diverse cell identities that

contribute to complex animals

form the mechanistic basis of higher-order chromosome

structures, such as topologically associating domains (TADs)

genetic and epigenetic perturbations of neighborhood boundaries

contribute to disease.


